GOOD PITCH LOCAL PHILADELPHIA
TUESDAY 4 DECEMBER 2018

16 Pitches
175 Participants
161 Pledges
$12,000 Funds pledged
6  Philadelphia Partners
3 One Minute Discos
7 Other Host Cities Represented
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WELCOME POEM
From Yolanda Wisher

west of philly
”they asked me to write a poem like
a lush life, a johnny hartman poem.
a poem that would make your fake
eyelashes fall off. a poem with the
city all up in it. a poem, matter of
fact, like a city, one that can only be
reached by train. yeah, write us a
poem like a train, but not like
coltrane. just write a coltrane poem
that contains the essence of the
city, the way
the horizon sounds like elvin jones
playing cymbals & trash trucks. i
mean, just write a poem that
contains
the essence of west philly—a poem
you’ve already written—write that.
yeah, write a recycled philly poem about a philly that doesn’t exist anymore.
write the sequel. write a new romancing the stone, but set it in
philly, starring a black woman poet & a belizean sailor. . .
Excerpt from “west of philly” by Yolanda Wisher
www.poets.org/poetsorg/poem/west-philly

Setting the tone…

Good Pitch Local Philadelphia Moderators Lana Garland, Filmmaker and Curator, Hayti
Heritage Center Film Festival and Twiggy Pucci Garçon, Program Director, True Colors
Fund, Board Member, Doc Society set the tone for the day with words of welcome, and
immediately engaging the room in dialogue and movement.
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I.

A WHOLE LOTTA LOVE!

It’s called the city of brotherly love –– from the Ancient
Greek (philéō, “I love”) + (adelphós, “brother”)–– and there
was a whole lotta love in the room on December 4th when
16 projects presented to a diverse room of 170+ attendees,
representing the collective connections of six local media
and social justice partners.
In collaboration with our partners Bread and Roses
Community Fund, BlackStar Film Festival, Leeway
Foundation, PhillyCAM, Scribe Video Center, Temple
University Film & Media Arts Program and long-time Good Pitch supporters at the
Wyncote Foundation we were able to curate a diverse mix of pitches and provide them
with a supportive and profoundly generous room, who were completely engaged in the
model of Good Pitch Local.
We had a mix of emerging filmmakers such as Yolonda Johnson-Young with “Finding
Elijah” a film about the loss of her son, and established filmmakers such as Tony Heriza,
a Good Pitch New York veteran, and long-time Philly makers Barbara Attie and Janet
Goldwater, plus direct service organizations and cutting-edge creative activists that
lifted up voices from around the city and provided ample room for projects and people
to cross-pollinate and create new alliances.
The team at Amistad Law Project activated the theme of combating recidivism, with
their work focused on ending Life without Parole, and pitched a podcast featuring
voices of those currently serving time. In a similar vein, we had a Good News update
from our partners in Detroit, on the story of Siwatu Salama Ra, a mother wrongly
incarcerated in Michigan, who was released in November after the work of community
activists.
Good Pitch Local’s commitment to telling sanctuary movement stories was reinforced
with the short films “La Lucha Sigue” (The Fight Continues) and an untitled
documentary about ICE activity in Philadelphia.
Together, we bore witness to communities whose stories are often overlooked: in
“Places of Power,” two adults return to their childhood neighborhood to visit with the
elderly couple whose candy store still offers lessons in black history and math along
with sweets. Good Pitch is founded on the idea of radical collaboration, and we are now
fans of Radical Hospitality practiced at places like Broad Street Ministry and “The
Storefront” which adds creative self expression to the mix.
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MING Media showed a recent short film from their ‘Shooters’ program which trains
formerly incarcerated individuals with filmmaking skills. Shooters alum Richard
Patterson is developing a film about the language gap in how the mainstream media
and policy makers talk about “the opioid crisis” while many on the front lines of
addiction don’t recognize the term. There were 20 responses in the room ranging from
local radio station WURD to Penn Law School to seasoned filmmakers offering support.
That sense of community prevailed throughout the day.
Throughout the day, artists and activists presented a vision of place and people that
honors the unique and recognizes our common humanity, Girls Rock Philly and the
Modero Dance Company are using music and dance to empower individuals and
connect communities, while Urban Creators are using music and their farm to uplift
youth voices around climate change and gun violence.
Thanks for welcoming us, Philadelphia!
With love,
The Doc Society Good Pitch Local Team

THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS & SUPPORTERS
Good Pitch is made possible with the commitment of Doc Society’s long standing
partners at Ford Foundation and Sundance Institute. Our major supporters include:
CrossCurrents Foundation, Fledgling Fund, Hartley Media Impact Initiative at Auburn,
Propel Capital and Wyncote Foundation.
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II.

WHO WAS IN THE ROOM?

We had more than 175 attendees, representing a diverse mix of media makers, activists,
non-profit leaders, funders, cultural organizers and media platforms. And we had
strong representation from past and future Good Pitch Local events in Durham, Dallas,
Detroit, Honolulu, Miami and Oakland plus international partners from Mumbai, India
and Berlin, Germany.

ATTENDEES BY TYPE
Organizers 48%
Media makers 26%
Local Funder 4%
Local Amplifiers 5%
Out of Town Guests 17%
(confirmed to attend)

“Being in this space helped me better own
my identity as a filmmaker. As a woman of color, I’m not used to being in spaces with
voices like mine being centered but not tokenized. This event opened up so many new
collaboration opportunities for me. ” 
 - GP Local Philly Survey note

RACIAL IDENTITY AT GOOD PITCH LOCAL PHILADELPHIA
Person of Color / Nonwhite

Black or African American

Pitchers

76%

57%

Attendees

46%

24%

Philadelphia

59%

43.4%

GENDER REPRESENTATION AT GOOD PITCH LOCAL DETROIT
Women

Men

Gender Non-conforming

Attendees

58.7%

38.9%

no data

Pitchers

52%

42.8%

4.7%

City of Philadelphia

53.5%

46.5%

no data
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THE PITCHES
MEDIA MAKERS
Abortion Helpline

COMMUNITY LEADERS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Finding Elijah

Media maker: Yolonda Johnson-Young

Presented by: Kris Henderson & Nikki
Grant
www.AmistadLaw.org

MING: Media in Neighborhoods Group

Black & Brown Workers Cooperative

Media maker: Janet Goldwater &
Barbara Attie www.attiegoldwater.com

Media makers: El Sawyer &
Richard Patterson
www.ming-media.com

La Lucha Sigue/The Fight Continues
Media Maker: Melissa Beatríz
www.melissabeatriz.com

Places of Power

Media maker: Anula Shetty
http://www.termite.org/power/

The Storefront

Media maker: Tony Heriza
www.NewDay.com/filmmaker/184

Untitled Immigrants Rights Documentary
Media maker: Kristal Sotomayor
www.kristalsotomayor.com

Witness

Media maker: Marie Alarcón
www.mariealarcon.com/witness

Amistad Law Project

Presented by: Darren Wallace
www.BlackandBrownWorkersCoop.org

Broad Street Ministry

Presented by: Michael Dahl
www.BroadStreetMinistry.org

Girls Rock Philly

Presented by: Samantha Rise
www.girlsrockphilly.org

Modero Dance Company

Presented by: Sinta Penyami Storm
www.Modero.co

The ReEntry Think Tank;
a project of The People’s Paper Co-op
Presented by: Mark Strandquist
http://reentrythinktank.com

Urban Creators

Presented by: Jeaninne Kayembe
www.phillyurbancreators.org

Why Not Prosper

Presented by: Rev. Michelle Simmons
www.WhyNotProsper.org
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III.
A.

PITCHES AND PLEDGES
MEDIA MAKERS

ABORTION HELPLINE
Presented by Janet Goldwater & Barbara Attie
A short, powerful, advocacy film about
how a woman’s financial status
dangerously affects her ability to
control her reproductive life. Since
1976 the Hyde Amendment has
blocked Medicaid funding for abortion
services, except in cases of rape, incest,
or threat to a woman’s life. Medicaid
covers 1 in 5 women of reproductive
age in the US. How do women
carrying an unwanted pregnancy,
already struggling financially come up
with funds to terminate their
pregnancy? Many call an abortion
hotline where private contributions
are doled out on a monthly basis. For
too many women, getting through to
the hotline in time can be
life-changing for them and their
families. This film tells their stories.

PLEDGES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Marjon Javadi, Doc Society:  offered to connect the team to L
 ady Parts Justice,
a feature doc and a national abortion rights advocacy campaign
James Ferrari, Threshold Foundation: would like to continue the conversation
Beadie Finzi, Doc Society: offered to connect the team to with Marie Stopes
International
Melissa Gerber, Access Matters: h
 as an annual conference in the spring around
reproductive health, and would like to connect with more abortion rights groups
Tabitha Skervin, Women’s Medical Fund: vouched for the work of the
filmmakers and will continue their commitment to support the film
Nina Isaacson, filmmaker: offered post- production skills
Tanya Jackson, BlackStar Film Festival: is in conversation with Planned
Parenthood in NYC and would like to include the film in a screening series
Donna Cooper, Public Citizens for Children and Youth: would love to figure out
a way to connect on teen pregnancy, connecting with orgs around the country
Angelina McClosky, Filmmaker: would love to contribute filmmaking skills, as a
Temple grad student has access to post-production facilities
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●

Anurima Bhargava, Civil Rights Attorney: would like to connect to racial justice
organizations

FINDING ELIJAH
Presented by Yolonda Johnson-Young
A short documentary project exploring the
story behind and impact of teen suicide told
from a mother’s perspective. “Finding Elijah”
follows a young man’s growing up in Philly
from home to college ––where he studied
filmmaking––to the onset of mental illness,
to homelessness, and ultimately to suicide.
The search for answers leads his mother
Yolonda Johnson-Young to action, as both
activist and artist. In the film, Elijah's original
art, writing and media helps tell his own
story.

PLEDGES

●
●
●
●

● Kathleen Greene, Barnes
Foundation: offered to facilitate a screening
and panel discussion
● Chithra Jeyaram, Filmmaker: offered
to contribute in any way as a filmmaker;
mentorship and post-production
● Nadine Paterson, Abierto Media
Fund: would love to talk further and support
in any way
● Petr Lom, filmmaker: a suicide
survivor himself, would love to help out and
be a creative mentor
● Sara Lomax-Reese, WURD: offered to
help amplify through the radio format and
to connect the film with Senator Hughes,
who does a lot of work on mental health in
the black community
● James Claiborne, African American
Museum in Philadelphia: w
 ould like to talk
about screenings and connecting to folks working with youth
Michael Dahl, Broad Street Ministry: offered to show the completed film
David Hass, Wyncote: knows some attorneys who work on HEPA and in the
medical industry and would like make that connection
Tayyib Smith, Little Giant Creative: offered to help with impact and local
screenings
Sinta Storms, Modero Dance Company: offered to bring the film to her
community to show to elders and youth
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Meghan Gallagher, Creative Visions Foundation: offered to support in any way
possible
Abdul-Aliy Muhammad, Black & Brown Workers Cooperative: pledged $5,000
to the project
Glenn Holsten, Filmmaker: works on website around mental health stories and
would like to help
Kathy Kieliszewski, Detroit Free Press: offered to consider the film for the
FREEP Film Festival in Detroit
Chayne Gregg, Freshfly: h
 as a production company and offered up use of
editing suites and equipment
Tracy Schott, Reading FilmFEST: worked with Suicide Prevention Task Force
and would like to make that connection and consider the finished film for the
festival

LA LUCHA SIGUE/THE FIGHT CONTINUES
Presented by Melissa Beatriz
La Lucha Sigue/The Fight continues is a short
documentary and interactive media project
that centers immigrant rights leaders in
Philadelphia who use grassroots and cultural
organizing to advocate for policy changes. The
leaders featured fight for a world that values
human beings above borders, through their
work with the Shut Down Berks campaign.
The Berks Detention Center incarcerates
immigrant families seeking asylum despite
documented abuse in the center, and also
disregards the Flores Settlement Agreement,
which limits the time that children can be
detained in immigration facilities. The film will
draw connections between children and parents detained at Berks, families seeking
sanctuary in neighborhood places of worship, and community leaders fighting for their
rights. The project will serve as a tool for envisioning how immigrant communities want
to shape the future, as they work to #ShutDownBerks, #EndFamilyDetention, and
#AbolishICE.
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PLEDGES
●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Sarah Masters, Hartley Media Initiative at Auburn Seminary: offered to share
contacts with large movement groups, cites their initiative to bring together
filmmakers working on Sanctuary themes
Donna Cooper, Public Citizens for Children and Youth: is a member of the Shut
Down Berks Coalition offered to help put them in touch with Governor Wolf’s
office
Rob Buscher, Philadelphia Asian American Film Festival: a member of Gov.
Wolf’s Asian American Affairs Commission, will help to get a meeting with him
Marangeli Mejia Rabell, Philadelphia Latino Film Festival: offered to help with
community screenings and the push to get Gov Wolf to watch
Janet Goldwater, Filmmaker: completed a film around asylum issues and
offered to connect to a lawyer and partners
Cara Tratner, Philadelphia Community Bail Fund: plays music with a
community band and offered to connect with Mexican musicians in Philly
Elise McCave, Kickstarter: offered to discuss a fundraising campaign
Jamil Gordon, Filmmaker: offered to put filmmaker in touch with Scribe, who
offer finishing funds for docs identifying community needs
Andy Myers, Working Films: is working on immigration documentaries and
offered to help strategize around community engagement and connecting with
partners
Tracy Schott, Reading FilmFEST: offered to connect with local filmmakers and
animators, and will consider screening completed film for Reading FilmFEST
Nina Isaacson, Filmmaker: h
 as a background in animation and offered to help
on the project
Samantha Retamar, Philabundance: her organization provides free produce
(food) to anyone in need, regardless of documentation, offered to connect
filmmaker with her network of Latino artists in the community

MING: MEDIA IN NEIGHBORHOODS GROUP
Presented by El Sawyer & Richard Paterson
Co-founded by El Sawyer, Media In
Neighborhoods Group (MING) specializes in
re-framing stories about criminal justice
issues and marginalized communities. At
the age of 17, Sawyer was sentenced to
8-20 years in prison. While serving his time,
he learned filmmaking, which changed his
life. Since his release in 2003, El has
traveled the world making films and
educating governments and organizations
on prison reform, equity, and inclusion.
SHOOTERS, a program at MING, specializes
in teaching film skills to formerly
incarcerated individuals. Richard Patterson,
a member of SHOOTERS, wants to make a
film that reconsiders the language around the opioid crisis.
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PLEDGES
●
●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sara Lomax-Reese, WURD: o
 ffered anything she can do to amplify the story
Black and Brown Workers Cooperative: o
 ffered to screen the finished work
Sarah Masters, Hartley Media Initiative at Auburn Seminary: noted potential
for their participation in a national conference on mass incarceration in June, and
is interested in working to help amplify these voices
Tanya Jackson, BlackStar Film Festival: offered to connect with her brother
who runs a program for people going into recovery, and as youth coordinator for
BlackStar, would love to partner with the project for audience engagement
Donna Cooper, Public Citizens for Children and Youth: has an idea to connect
to production funding
Glenn Holsten, Filmmaker: a highly experienced filmmaker offered to help with
production
Rea Tajiri, Filmmaker & Temple Professor: w
 ants Richard to come speak to her
students, and would help to get together a film crew
Nadine Patterson, Abierto Media Fund: offered to connect with people in
Pittsburgh and screen the project at an annual doc filmmakers gathering there.
Li Sumpter, MythMedia Studios: as an educator, offered to support the project
with curriculum / study guide.
Austin Smock, Filmmaker: o
 ffered to help with production
Angelina McCloskey, FIlmmaker: would love to work on the project
James Ferrari, Threshold: offered to work on this in some capacity and build a
bridge to other orgs like the Marshall Project
Lisa Marie Russo, Doc Society: p
 ledged $200
City Council: offered to host a screening at City Hall and connect with people
can help
Elvis Rosado, Prevention Point Philly: o
 ffered free training on overdoses and
education
Penn Law School: offered to connect to the public health campaign and the
District Attorney’s office
Maxyne Franklin, Doc Society: pledged $1,000 to the project
Andrew Greenblatt, Philadelphia Film Society: offered place to screen work, as
they run the Roxy Theatre and Philly Film Center
Mark Strandquist, ReEntry Think Tank: offered to connect with formerly
incarcerated women if interested in engaging the female perspective
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PLACES OF POWER
Presented by Anula Shetty
A web-based portrait of the Fairhill
neighborhood in North Philly which
has suffered decades of
depopulation and disinvestment;
every high school has closed and
86% of households are below the
poverty line.  I t features a magical
penny-candy store that’s only visible
to children. To visit, you have to
keep an eye out for the flag — faded
blue silk, reading “WILL POWER” —
flapping above the door of an
ordinary rowhome. For 20 years its
proprietors Ms. Nandi and Mr. Khalid
have sold candy in their living room
and taught kids counting, Black
history, and self-respect. Over the
years, they have taken a photo of every child who entered the penny candy store,
creating an archive of neighborhood memories and childhoods. Mapping such
nontraditional community access points threads together the people and spaces that
hold power in the neighborhood, but are often invisible.

PLEDGES
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Samantha Retamar, Philabundance: offered to connect to a library with whom
her organization has partnered
Gretjen Clausing, PhillyCam: offered use of the VR equipment that they’re
learning how to use, and would like to collaborate
Tanya Jackson, BlackStar Film Festival: offered to lend services around
workshops, programming, and addressing the technological learning gap
between adults and children
Jean Friedman Rudovsky, Resolve Philly: offered to connect to Anna Therese
Day and VR production company
Rea Tajiri, Filmmaker: said she is happy to help any way she can
ill Weaver, Detroit Narrative Agency: offered to connect to their community
Chithra Jeyaram, Filmmaker: h
 as access to equipment and offered to loan out
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THE STOREFRONT
Presented by Tony Heriza
A short film about the power of creativity
and the importance of safe places in
serving communities in need from the
filmmaker behind “Care” (Good Pitch New
York 2015).
“The Storefront” is a warm and welcoming
place on Kensington Avenue in
Philadelphia where people from the
neighborhood gather for coffee and
connection. If they have the energy and
inclination, they join in creative writing,
weaving, painting, or take part in a
musical performance. There are no
preconditions, no expectations—just the agreement to treat each other with civility and
respect. The Kensington neighborhood has been hit hard by the opioid epidemic, and
most media stories about it present a bleak portrait of a community in crisis, and
residents trapped in a cycle of addiction. Here, the troubles of the street recede,
replaced by kindness, human connection and the magical powers of art—powerful
reminders of our shared humanity. T
 he film follows community members for whom
creative expression has helped them pull their lives together, so they offer it to others.

PLEDGES
●
●

●
●

Austin Smock, Filmmaker: shot his first film at the same location as The
Storefront about the same community and offers some partner resources
Jim Graziano, 1Gen: o
 ffered his familiarity with platform tech services and
outreach, and would be happy to provide expertise and help with extending the
reach of the program
Brandon Johnson,  Urban Affairs Coalition: offered to share the film with their
network, which includes 3,000 person mailing list and 5,000+ on social media
Katie Donnelly, Dot Connector Studio: offered to help with impact strategy
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UNTITLED IMMIGRANTS RIGHTS DOCUMENTARY
Presented by Kristal Sotomayor
A short film documenting an historic
moment for immigrant rights in
Philadelphia.
Documenting the Latinx immigrant
community in South Philadelphia as they
work to pass historic immigrant rights
policies. The filmmaker focused on Juntos
(together) an organization that works with
the community to propose, draft, and pass
sanctuary city policies. This short film shot
between March and November 2018
includes the moment in July when the
community succeeded with Mayor Jim
Kenney announcing the end of the
agreement between the Philadelphia police
and ICE, becoming the very first city in the country to terminate this policy of
information sharing. Weaving together interviews and observational footage, the film
will provide an intimate insight into activism in Philadelphia.

PLEDGES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sandi DuBowski, Impact Producer: offered to connect with Unbound
Philanthropy funder
Sue Schardt: has experienced fundraising on national scale and offered to help
with budgeting and proposal writing
Yolonda Johnson-Young, f ilmmaker: offered to help with production
Marangeli Mejia Rabell, Philadelphia Latino Film Festival: offered help getting
the project to the target communities
Andy Myers, Working Films: offered to help on strategy around immigration
issues
Tracy Schott, Reading FilmFEST: noted significant immigrant community in
Reading and potential resonance for this film, will consider for their festival
Jon Oshelfsky, Filmmaker: as director of Quest which was made with a very
small team, offered to share his expertise on small team filmmaking
Anurima Bhargava, Civil Rights Attorney: offered to connect the project to civil
rights folks and movement filmmakers, and some Chicago film festivals
Sarah Masters, Hartley Media Initiative at Auburn Seminary: o
 ffered to connect
with head of movements group in Arizona who is very connected on this issue
Chithra Jeyaram, Filmmaker: offered to help with post-production
Jamil Gordon; offered to connect with Rep Chris Rapp and State Senator
Heywood
Stephanie Keen, Haverford College: o
 ffered to screen at Haverford Center for
Peace and Global Citizenship in hopes to connect coursework and research of
faculty to movements outside of the classroom. Also, funds student fellowships
and could match with students who work on the project
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WITNESS

Presented by Marie Alarcón

PLEDGES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A multimedia project that uses new technology to
capture both history and contemporary reality,
“Witness” is an exploration of the hidden histories
and erasures being undertaken in Philadelphia
communities of color, from the Black Bottom to
the Top of the Bottom, from Bartrams Village to
Sharswood. Alarcón’s art focuses on the silent
historical relationships embedded in geography
through sound collage, movement, &
performance and use digital manipulation and
animation with an interest in developing a tactile
relationship to the hyper-real. The project uses a
combination of available statistical data, personal
narratives, and historical accounts through
augmented Reality and Web VR.

Meghan Gallagher, Creative Visions: offered fiscal sponsorship and make
connections with other people working the VR space
Katie Donnelly, Dot Connector Studio: o
 ffered to connect with Immerse, a
monthly run publication about emerging nonfiction storytelling
Patricia Finneran, Doc Society: offered to connect with Opeyemi Olukemi, VP of
Digital Production at American Documentary/POV
Individual who works at Jefferson Hospital: said that Jefferson Hospital has a
VR/AR initiative and would like to make that connection
Twiggy Pucci Garcon, True Colors Fund: o
 ffered to connect to Sundance’s New
Frontier program
Chimene Okere, Ford Foundation: o
 ffered to connect to network of folks
working in the Anti-Displacement field
Shani Akilah, Black and Brown Workers Cooperative: w
 ould love to talk further
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III. PITCHES AND PLEDGES
B. COMMUNITY LEADERS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Black & Brown Workers’ Cooperative
Presented by Darren Wallace
The Black and Brown Workers Co-Op’s
mission is to actively challenge, resist
and dismantle systems of oppression
that adversely impact the Black and
Brown worker. A documentary in
progress follows the BBWC as it
organizes with community members
towards the aim of community control
over public space. In the midsts of
public actions, aesthetic interventions,
disruptions, workshops, town halls etc.
Highlighting residents' narratives that
highlight the multilayered violence that
gentrification/displacement engenders. And uplifts those most impacted by
gentrification by centering their experiences while respecting their humanity and
agency enough to not revel in their trauma for sentimentality.

PLEDGES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Jamil Gordon, Filmmaker: former real estate agent offered to meet and advise,
now a filmmaker and volunteered production assistance
James Ferrari, Threshold Foundation: i nterested in talking about how to be
supportive in addressing and bringing the model to NYC
Twiggy Pucci Garcon, Doc Society: offered to connect with line producers at the
series POSE
Jean Friedman Rudovsky, Resolve Philly: offered media coverage with 22 local
outlets
Laura Deutch, PhillyCAM: offered connections to their network of media makers
Chimene Okere, Ford Foundation: w
 ill connect with Ford grantees in other
cities working on gentrification issue
Yolonda Johnson, Filmmaker: offered videography and production assistance
Marie Alarcón: d
 onated use of her film equipment and rig
Courtney Bowles, Re-Entry Think Tank: p
 artnering with Community Legal
Services on their work, wants to connect them
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Re-Entry Think Tank
Presented by Mark Strandquist & Courtney Bowles
The Reentry Think Tank connects men and women in
reentry with artists, advocates, and policy stakeholders,
to transform the stereotypes, social services, and
political platforms that impact our lives and
communities. For each of the biannual cohorts, Think
Tank fellows are nominated by organizations from
across Philadelphia. Their new initiative The Media
Justice Fellowship, will train, fund, and support 10
formerly incarcerated individuals to create a series of
media pieces addressing the issues and challenges of
reentry. By merging art and journalism, peer-led
research, and legal advocacy, they hope to show how
siloed practices and communities can come together to create change on personal,
community, and systemic levels.

PLEDGES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Rea Tajiri, Temple University: offered to connect the team with filmmaker also
working on this issue
Vicky Funari, Haverford College: w
 ill screen projects when complete
Jean Friedman Rudovsky, Resolve Philly: offered to do free media training with
fellows
Donna Cooper, Public Citizens for Children & Youth: pledged a grant of $5,000
Nuala Cabral, POPPYN: wants to connect this project to the young people at her
organization
David Haas, Wyncote Foundation: wants to talk about potential employment
opportunities for the Fellows
Shani Akilah, Black and Brown Workers Cooperative: s ees an opportunity for
coalition building, wants to connect the groups
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Why Not Prosper
Presented by Reverend Michelle Simmons

Reverend Michelle Simmons of “Why Not Prosper?” which helps formerly incarcerated
women transition back into society, envisioned a digital billboard to communicate
directly with the women and men in her community, friends from 1 Gen.io––visiting
from Delhi! –– showed some love and designed the prototype above, helping her to
realize her vision.
This grassroots nonprofit provides programs and services that help women make a
smooth transition back into society following incarceration. Programs include:
pre-release mentoring to incarcerated women, residential services at Why Not Prosper
House and community services at Resource Center located in Philadelphia PA.
Executive Director and Founder Rev. Simmons is formerly incarcerated and knows first
hand the importance of giving women a hand up, not a hand out.

PLEDGES
●
●
●
●

James Ferrari, Threshold Foundation: offered to advise on how to obtain the
billboard
Sam Retamar, Philabundance: t hey offer a free job training program, would like
to offer it to Why Not Prosper residents
Jim Graziano, 1Gen: c
 reated visual prototype of digital billboard, and offered to
advise on marketing plan and offered tech support
Jim Wasserman, Photographer: o
 ffered free photography services for photos for
the billboard
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Modero Dance Company

Presented by Sinta Penyami Storms
Artist and organizer Sinta Storm has been
doing traditional Indonesian dance since
she was a child. She founded the Modero
Dance Company in order share her
knowledge and present this essential
aspect of Indonesian culture as means to
celebrate and strengthen community in the
vibrant Indonesian diaspora in South
Philadelphia. The work also provides a safe
space for folks to freely expressing
themselves and connect with each other
regardless of background, social or
immigrant status and religious differences.
The dance performances, which often
includes Indonesian food as well are a model for cultural expression as a means to
engage community and address critical issues facing the community including
immigration, cross-racial solidarity, public health, intergenerational relationships, and
governance.

PLEDGES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Rob Buscher, Philadelphia Asian American Film Festival: reiterating ongoing
support for Sinta, vouched for the impact of her work
Kathleen Greene, Barnes Foundation: o
 ffered museum as a performance space
Sandi Dubowski, Impact Producer: will connect with Indonesia specialist at
Queens Museum in NYC
Cat Ramirez, Asian Arts Initiative: o
 ffered any resources they might need
Gretjen Clausing, PhillyCAM: o
 ffered studio for live broadcast of dancers
Jamil Gordon, Filmmaker: o
 ffered videography services, and wants to learn to
dance!
Samantha Retamar, Philabundance: want to connect with social services
agency in North East Philly
Stephanie Ayanian, Filmmaker: o
 ffered videography services
Cheryl Hess, Filmmaker: o
 ffered videography services
Jim Wasserman, Photographer: offered photography and cinematography
services
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Amistad Law Project

Presented by Kris Henderson & Nikki Grant
The Amistad Law Project is a W
 est
Philadelphia-based public interest law
center, it’s mission is to fight for the
human rights of people in their
community by providing free and
low-cost legal services to
Philadelphians and those incarcerated
in Pennsylvania prisons. Amistad is
working to abolish death by
incarceration, more commonly known
as life without parole. Pennsylvania has
more people serving death by
incarceration than every state except
Florida. Over half of those people are
from Philadelphia. The team wants to
start a podcast where they will
interview people who are currently serving death by incarceration, those who have
been released, their loved ones and organizers working to end this sentencing practice
and policymakers who have introduced legislation to reform it.

PLEDGES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Andrae Canfield, Urban Creators: offered music for the soundtrack
Paul Singh, 1Gen: offered digital podcast tools and production guidance
Samantha Retamar, Philabundance, knows a community recording studio that
would offer discounted time
Sue Schardt: offered to connect to Ear Hustle producers at Radiotopia
Mitchell Bloom, Philly Young Playwrights: working on their own podcast,
would like to collaborate on resources
Gretjen Clausing, PhillyCAM: o
 ffered access to recording studio, would love to
host them on the radio station
Shani Akilah, Black & Brown Workers Cooperative: noted that they have group
of artists that want to get behind this
Emily Abendroth, Lifelines Project: part of larger Coalition to Abolish Death by
Incarceration, showed support and offered any help necessary
Angelina McCloskey: k
 nows station manager at WKDU, will connect
Elise McCave, Kickstarter: offered Kickstarter podcast studio in NYC
Samantha Rise, Girls Rock Philly: w
 ants to offer music support and connections
to stories of young people affected by incarceration
Stephanie Keane, Haverford College: O
 ffered fundraiser through her apparel
company to raise funds for project
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Broad Street Ministry

Presented by Mike Dahl
Broad Street Ministry provides radical
hospitality to our most vulnerable neighbors.
We believe that there should be a seat at the
table for everyone and the simplest acts of
kindness can be transformative. If hunger,
homelessness and poverty are the symptoms
of forgetting we belong to each other, and if
prejudice, tribalism and a misguided moral
superiority are the fruits of placing ourselves
above the other in our society, then places
like Broad Street Ministry are what can
happen when we remember and treasure
our common humanity. (BSM), a leading
meal and services provider to Philadelphia's most vulnerable populations. During a
time of division and selfishness, we believe that places like Broad Street Ministry provide
an important counterpoint that unconditional love can in the end triumph. Seeking a
media maker to capture the transformative power of radical hospitality.

PLEDGES
●
●
●
●
●
●

David Haas, Wyncote Foundation: wants to help find distribution partners and
aggregate support
Yolonda Johnson, Filmmaker: wants to offer videography and editing services
Glenn Holsten, Filmmaker: w
 ould like to offer impact advice on the film and
stories
Jean Friedman Rudovsky, Resolve Philly: wants to distribute stories when
completed
Jim Graziano, 1Gen: w
 ants to help with digital strategy and start a crowdfunding
campaign
Jim Wasserman, Photographer: o
 ffered photographer services to
commemorate guests at Broad Street Ministry
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Urban Creators

Presented by Jeaninne Keyambe, Andrae Canfield, Malik Willford Williams
& Mike Williams
Urban Creators is a black and
brown-led collective of diverse
individuals who steward the Life
Do Grow Farm. Since 2010 they
have focused on employment and
engagement to combat violent
crime in their neighborhood in
North Philadelphia. Their new
campaign brings together their
anti-violence and environmental
justice work to help to educate the
community on these issues. They
are not only farmers, but artists
and want to use the makeshift
recording studio they built on the
farm to offer an outlet to budding
musicians on the farm, especially young people mourning friends & family lost to gun
violence. They want to make a music video about this emerging strategy of creating to
educate on non-violence and eco-friendly practices.

PLEDGES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

James Ferrari, Threshold Foundation: offered to help with distribution
Jamil Gordon, Filmmaker: o
 ffered to film music videos
Shani Akilah, Black & Brown Workers Cooperative: w
 ants to offer equipment
and partner on distribution
Samantha Rise, Girls Rock Philly: o
 ffered gear, recording studio, instruments
Tanya Jackson, BlackStar Film Festival: wants to program the final product at
the festival
Austin Smock, Filmmaker: o
 ffered to do a profile piece on the farm
Malika Lydia, Filmmaker: w
 ants to talk to see about replicated the model in DC,
and wants to volunteer on the farm!
Marie Alarcón, Filmmaker: wants to make a music video
David Haas, Wyncote Foundation:  thinks project is amazing, wants to help out
wherever possible
Jon Olshefski, Filmmaker: wants to connect with protagonist from QUEST and
to a recording studio
El Sawyer, MING: o
 ffered support of program and filming
Sinta Storms, Modero Dance Company: w
 ants to connect Indonesian rap star to
group
Cara Tratner, Community Bail Fund: wants to collaborate on joint fundraising
Stephanie Keane & Li Sumpter, Haverford College: wants to connect to PACC
Twiggy Pucci Garcon, Doc Society Board Member: p
 ledged $500
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Girls Rock Philly

Presented by Samantha Rise
Girls Rock Philly has been building a
community of girls, women, and trans
and gender non-conforming people
through music mentorship, the
practice of fearless expression, artistic
experimentation, and collaboration,
since 2006. They are focused on
re-orienting the organization’s mission
to better represent the intersectional
community which they serve,
specifically on raising the voices of
trans and gender variant youth in
Philadelphia. As they combine the
myriad identities with the
transformative power of music, they
want to tell their story so that young folks and adults alike can find the organization and
find their voices within this work.

PLEDGES
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Jeaninne Keyambe, Urban Creators: offered the farm’s dome for camp space
Marangeli Mejia-Rabell, Village of Arts & Humanities: offered the Village as
space for camp
Jon Kaufman, MING: wants to help film, get his daughter in the program and
collaborate in North Philly
Rob Buscher, Philadelphia Asian American Film Festival: wants to connect to
Cambodian Girls of Power
Shani Akilah, Black & Brown Workers Cooperative: w
 ant to find spaces for
young people to make music together; want to partner to de-colonize space
through music
Sinta Storms, Modero Dance Company:  invited them to perform at Indonesian
festival in the spring
Angelina McCloskey, Filmmaker: want to connect to space and help
fundraising
Toni Shapiro-Phim, Folklore Project: w
 ants to connect to group of Liberian
refugee recording artists and choir in Philly
Jon Olshefski, Filmmaker: wants to connect with protagonist from QUEST and
do a screening
Marie Alarcón, Filmmaker: wants to make a music video
Lisa Marie, Doc Society: p
 ledged $200
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IV.

GUEST PRESENTERS

Good Ideas & Good News

Knight AmDoc Patron Fund on Kickstarter

Presented by Elise McCave
This unique curated funding
partnership between Kickstarter
and American Documentary/POV
funded by the Knight Foundation
makes available up to $10,000 for
nonfiction media projects by
makers in Knight foundation
communities––including
Philadelphia––as part of
Kickstarter campaigns.

Presented by ill Weaver

Siwatu Freedom Team

On a sunny summer day in July 2017,
Siwatu-Salama Ra, a 26-year-old Detroit
community leader flashed her unloaded,
licensed gun to defend her family from a driver
. Michigan’s Stand Your Ground law did not
protect Siwatu. In March 2018, she began
serving a two year mandatory sentence for
“Felonious Firearm.” Unjustly incarcerated, she
was separated from her children and family,
including the infant son she gave birth to in
May. On November 14, 2018, Siwatu was
released on bond, while she continues to pursue an appeal. The Team works with her to
advocate for reproductive justice, Muslim rights, and an end to mass incarceration.
#FreeSiwatu
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CARE

Presented by Tony Heriza
CARE, a feature length documentary, and alumni
of the Good Pitch program, tells the story of the
elder care industry in the United States. Tony
illustrated a successful model for what an impact
campaign can look like using the “Three Ps”:
partners, perseverance and perspective. Since
2015 CARE continues to have impact through
screenings and legislative change.

Working Films & NAILED IT!

Presented by Andy Myers & Adele Free Pham
Andy Myers from Working Films & filmmaker Adele
Pham talking about a project called Nailed It! - a
documentary about Vietnamese nail salons and the
clientele they interact with. Through using a pop-up
nail salon at select film festivals they have been able
to shape an effective impact campaign to get people
talking about the issues in the film.

Impact Field Guide & Safe + Secure

Presented by Patricia Finneran & Sandra Whipham

The Impact Field Guide and Safe + Secure are free downloadable resources published
by Doc Society. The Impact Field Guide aids filmmakers in crafting impact campaigns
for their films and is available in four languages. It features useful models and case
studies that are accessible to the nascent impact producer. Safe + Secure is a protocol
for filmmakers working in high risk environments, both physically and digitally. It can
be deployed by funders and film producers, as well are helpful to film teams in the field.
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Resolve Philly

Presented by Jean Friedman Rudovsky
Resolve Philadelphia aims to shift the narratives on
complex social issues through collaborative solutions
journalism, redesigning community conversations, and
elevating the voices of those closest to the problem.
Through leveraging many local media outlets, they insure
that their local journalism has the widest reach possible.
Their work includes the Reentry Project and Broke in
Philly.

“You Should Ask Me About”

We added a lightning-round of individuals offering their professional talents, skills
knowledge and experience in 90-seconds––or less–and a dozen folks stepped up to the
mic, including:

● Sara Lomax-Reese, WURD
● ill Weaver, Detroit Narrative
Agency
● Jim Graziano, 1Gen
● Anurima Bhargava
● Sara Zia Ebrahimi, Leeway
Foundation
● Melissa Hamilton, CultureWorks
Philadelphia
● Katie Donnelly, Dot Connector
Studio
● Joe Wilson & Dean Hamer,
QWave & Good Pitch Pasifika
(pictured, right)
● Scribe Video Center

“Good Pitch Local creates a virtual bonfire of
creativity, possibility & mutual support.”
- Tony Heriza, Filmmaker
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IV.

GOOD PITCH LOCAL PARTNERS & PARTICIPANTS

PHILADELPHIA ORGANIZATIONS IN THE ROOM

Access Matters, African American Museum in Philadelphia, AfroTaino Productions,
Amistad Law Project, Ars Nova Workshop, Art Sanctuary, Art Well, Asian Arts Initiative,
Barnes Foundation, Black and Brown Workers Cooperative, BlackStar Film Festival,
Bread & Roses Community Fund, Broad Street Ministry, Coalition to Abolish Death by
Incarceration, Comcast Foundation, Creative Visions Foundation, Culture Works, Dot
Connector Studios, Esperanza, Folklore Project, Free Library of Philadelphia, GoldRing
ReEntry Initiative, Generocity, Haverford College, Independence Public Media
Foundation, JUNTOS, Leeway Foundation, Lenfest Journalism Lab, Little Giant Creative,
Modero Dance Company, MythMedia Studios, Nailed It!, People’s Paper Co-op,
Philabundance, Philadelphia Asian American Film Festival, Philadelphia City Council,
Philadelphia Community Bail Fund, Philadelphia Latino Film Festival, Philadelphia
Student Union, PhillyCAM, POPPYN, Porch Light, Prevention Point, Puentes De Salud,
Reading Film Festival, Resolve Philly, Scribe Video Center, Storyshop, The Thread, Urban
Affairs Coalition, Village of Arts & Humanities, WLVT, Why Not Prosper, Womanist
Working Collective, Women’s Medical Fund, WURD, Wyncote Foundation

OUT-OF-TOWN PARTICIPANTS
1Gen, Detroit Free Press Film Festival, Detroit Narrative Agency, Films That Change the
World, Ford Foundation, Hartley Media Impact Initiative at Auburn Seminary, IFP,
Kickstarter, Localore, Propel Capital, Texas Organizing Project, Threshold Foundation,
Working Films
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GLOBAL GOOD PITCH PARTNERS
GERMANY: Vivian Schröder, Film Producer
INDIA: Sophy Sivaraman, Indian Documentary Foundation
PASIFIKA: Dean Hamer & Joe Wilson, QWave
THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS & SUPPORTERS

Good Pitch is made possible with the commitment of Doc Society’s long standing
partners at Ford Foundation and Sundance Institute.
Our major supporters include: CrossCurrents Foundation, Fledgling Fund, Hartley
Media Impact Initiative at Auburn, Propel Capital and Wyncote Foundation.

“I was so moved. I laughed. I cried. Most importantly, I am motivated to help make
change. ”
- Samantha Retamar, Philabundance

Philadelphia Partners:

BlackStar Film Festival
https://www.blackstarfest.org
PhillyCAM
https://phillycam.org
Scribe Video Center
http://www.scribe.org
Bread & Roses Community Fund
https://breadrosesfund.org
Leeway Foundation
https://www.leeway.org
Temple University Film & Media Arts Program
https://tfma.temple.edu/fma

Good Pitch Local Philadelphia Attendee Bios
https://goodpitch.org/events/directory/gplph18
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